values of (y, r),f(x, y, r) is finite and measurable on

X\X2\ (H 2 ) For fixed values ofx,f(x, y, r) is of class C in (y, r).
We shall be interested in proving a differentiability property of an arc y%~yi(x) which minimizes l[y] in a class of arcs K. Unquestionably, the case in which K consists of absolutely continuous arcs is the most important. Our argument, however, is not complicated by allowing K to be any prescribed class of arcs which possesses the following properties: (P 0 Along an arc of K the function/(x, y{x), y'(x)) is defined a.e. on #1*2. In considering (1.1), and similar integrals, it is to be understood that the integrand is the indicated function where this function is well defined, and equal to zero elsewhere on X\X%. Correspondingly, a function F(x) which is defined a.e. on #1X2 will be said to be measurable on #i#2 if the function which is equal to F(x) at the points where it is defined, and to zero elsewhere on X1X2, is measurable on this interval. In view of (Hi) and (H 2 ), and the measurability of a function that is the limit a.e. of a sequence of measurable functions [3, p. 122], it follows that along an arc y of K the function ƒ and its partial derivatives with respect to yj and r,-
) If the arc yi~yi(x) {xi^x^x^) belongs to K, then for each x on X1X2 the point y~ [y%(x)] is in the region
It is to be noted that we do not suppose that the integral (1.1) exists and is finite for every arc of K. An arc y of K is said to minimize (1. The following lemma will be used in the proof of the subsequent theorems. In view of hypotheses (Hi) and (H 2 ) it follows that for fixed values of (y t r) the partial derivatives of ƒ with respect to y* and r< Condition (Hs ; /) implies the existence of the integral appearing in the definition of Zj(x) ; it also implies that the integral
Corresponding to a positive integer iV, let EN denote the set of all points x on X\X 2 at which the derivatives yl exist and \yl\ SN-1 (i=»l, • • • , n). We may suppose that N is sufficiently large to insure that m(Eiï) $ The existence and finiteness of the first integral of (2.6) follows from (2
.3) for Y(x)=*y(x)+arj(x).
The existence and finiteness of the second integral of (2.6) follows from the measurability of the integrand, together with the fact that a.e.
on EN ; M the set (x, y(x)+ar}(x),, y'ix) +ar)'(x)) is in the region RN of Lemma 2.1, and consequently \f(x, y(x)+ar}(x), y'(x)+ar)'(x))\ ^N{X)SM
on this set. Now, in view of (H 3; /), for \a\ <a<> the partial derivative of ƒ(#, y(x)+arj(x), y'(x)) with respect to a exists and does not exceed in absolute value the integrable function | ?;,(#) | #ƒ(#), which, in turn, is not greater than (5/a 0 )<fo(#). Moreover, a. x) ) is also an arc of K. Condition (P 2 ' ) is satisfied if K is either the class of arcs of bounded variation, the class of absolutely continuous arcs, or the class of Lipchitzian arcs. .2) is replaced by M% 9 then the condition that the functions yl (x) be integrable on #i# 2 is not needed to insure that every arc of K for which l\y] is finite will satisfy the corresponding condition {Hz>j) or (H 8;0 ).
Finally, it is to be remarked that as a very special case of Theorem 2.1 one has the following generalization of the fundamental lemma of the calculus of variations: 
